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tickets.
He
hopes
that
the
pre-sale
will
help to promote our
Lay Convention to be held on Maui on
chow fun booth at the Maui Fair. He stated that this fundSeptember 9-11
raising activity supports our temple’s operating budget so
HE 53RD ANNUAL LAY CONVENTION WILL BE held
that we may better serve our members and organizations.
on Maui on September 9-11, hosted by the Hawaii
The success of this 4-day fundraising project has helped the
State Federation of Honpa Hongwanji Lay Associatemple reduce the need for more fundraising. Without the
tion. Convention Chairperson Janet Shimada reported that
success of this project, another major or several minor fundmost of the activities will take place at Wailuku Hongwanji
raisers would be needed.
Buddhist Temple. Registration fee to participate is $75 per
President Munekiyo asks for your help in purchasing or
person. The registration fee for Wailuku Hongwanji memselling the four (4) mailed pre-sale tickets. A $7 donation for
bers will be paid by the temple.
each ticket will allow its holder to receive one (1) quart-size
Convention Chair Shimada reported that the theme for
container of chow fun. Purchasing a quart size chow fun
the convention is: Jodo Shinshu for the Generations: ABC’s
without a ticket at the fair is $8. He said that members may
for the XYZ’s.
pick up their chow fun at the Maui Fair during the following
days and time.
Reverend Bryan Siebuhr to speak at

T

Ohigan Service on September 11

R

EVEREND BRYAN SIEBUHR, ASSOCIATE Minister at Honpa Hongwanji Hilo Betsuin, will be the
guest speaker at the Autumn Ohigan Service on
Sunday, September 11. Please note that the starting time
for the service is 8 a.m.
Ohigan Services are conducted twice each year during
the spring and autumn equinoxes. In Pure Land Buddhism
the world of Enlightenment has symbolically been directed to
the west where the sun sets. In Japanese Buddhist tradition
Ohigan services have been faithfully observed during the
equinox days in spring and autumn as natural reminders of
the world of Enlightenment as the ultimately perfect and
harmonious existence. The Buddhist word "Ohigan" literally
means "the other shore" of Enlightenment, which embraces
"this shore" (Shigan) of our human world.
This year’s service is extra special—it is the Ohigan Service, 9/11 25th Memorial Service, and Lay Convention Service. Your presence will be appreciated.

Thursday, October 6
Friday, October 7
Saturday, October 8

5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
5 p.m. to 12 midnight
10 a.m. to 12 midnight

If members are not able to pick-up their chow fun at the
fairgrounds, they may pick it up at the temple on Saturday,
October 8, between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. at the Wailuku
Hongwanji Social Hall. If you plan to pick up your chow fun
on Saturday, please call the temple office at 244-0406 on or
before Friday, September 23, to ensure that enough quartsize chow fun are available.
President Munekiyo stated that in order to purchase the
correct amount of chow fun and other supplies, he asks that
payment for pre-sale tickets be mailed or hand-carried to the
WHM office by Friday, September 23.

Maui Fair Chow Fun tickets distributed to members

P

RESIDENT MICHAEL MUNEKIYO REMINDS MEMBERS that chow fun tickets were mailed to you on
August 19. The tickets may be used to purchase
chow fun at the Maui Fair or picked up on Saturday, October
8, at the WHM social hall from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
He humbly asks that members and affiliate organization
members assist by purchasing and/or selling the chow fun
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A message from Reverend Shinkai Murakami
Resident Minister – Wailuku Hongwanji Mission

Heart of Ohigan

Namo Amida Butsu
Most Buddhist temples in Hawaii observe Ohigan during
the months of March and September. It provides Buddhists
an opportunity to reflect upon ourselves through the teachings of the Buddha Dharma and re-dedicate ourselves.
Higan, refers to the "Other Shore", which is Nirvana, or
Enlightenment. You may have heard these words and heard
stories using these words many times during the months of
March and September. As you listen to these stories, you
get tired of it and don't want to listen to the same stories over
and over.
According to Buddhist tradition, it is said that "in order to
reach the Other Shore of Nirvana,” we must practice the Six
Paramitas. The first one is Fuse or Dana Paramita, which is
the practice of the Offering or Sharing, the Second is Sila
Paramita, which is the practice of the Precepts or Morality,
the Third is Ksanti Paramita, which is the practice of
"gaman" or patience, the fourth is Virya Paramita which is
the practice of Effort or Endeavoring, the fifth is Dhyana Paramita which is the practice of Concentration, and the sixth is
Prajina Paramita which is the practice of Wisdom.
Somehow we participate in these practices in our daily
lives without knowing it. Through the practices of Paramitas,
we receive joy, happiness, thoughtful minds, and courage
and many wonderful gifts from each other, which create the
new friendship and fellowship in our lives.
The following story took place in Japan about 400 years
ago and it is associated with the practice of Paramitas.
One day Taro (a farmer) was walking on the side of the
road near a rice patch. Unfortunately, he tripped on a stone.
He tried to protect his body before he hit the ground. He extended his two arms and tried to hold on to something before
his body hit the ground.
Despite his efforts, he tumbled over and over on the
ground. He could not hold on to anything except a piece of
straw. He looked at the piece of the straw and said, "Well,
this piece of straw is worthless, but it seems that I was
meant to pick it up so I won't throw it away."
As he continued walking, he held on to the tiny piece of
straw in his hand and was swinging it around. A dragonfly
came flying around him. It was bothering him so he tried to
chase it away with the straw. However, the dragonfly continued to bother him and finally perched on the tip of the straw.
Taro pulled the straw slowly toward him and gently caught
the dragonfly and tied it with the straw. While he was walking
on the road, holding the dragon fly on the tip of the straw he
met a lady who was with a little boy.

When the little boy saw the dragonfly, he wanted it very
badly and said to his mother, "Mom, I want the dragonfly,
please get it for me." He begged his mother a number of
times. Taro, hearing the boy’s plea. kindly said, "Oh, you can
have it." Taro handed the dragonfly to the little boy. The little
boy was so happy and instead of saying "thank you" to Taro
the boy said, "Wow, I have a dragonfly, I have a dragonfly."
He was so excited to have a dragonfly.
His mother was embarrassed by the way her son acted
and expressed her appreciation by giving Taro a bag of tangerines (very juicy Japanese mikans), which she was carrying.
Taro said, "No, it's okay, don't worry about it." However,
she felt so bad, she forced Taro to accept the bag of tangerines. Taro said, "Thank you very much, I will share it with
my village people." Taro expressed his appreciation to the
lady and continued on his way home. It was a very hot day
so Taro said, "I have to go home before I dry up!”
A little over a mile away from his village, he discovered
that someone was having an emergency. When he looked at
the crowd, there was a young lady who was dehydrated. The
only water around was from the ditch, which was not clean
and the nearest village was about a mile away.
He told the crowd, "Excuse me, I have tangerines please
have it." The bag of tangerines that Taro received from the
lady was now given to the people who were administrating
first aid to the young lady.
After he offered the bag of tangerines, he continued to
walk home. Then, a few samurais chased after him and said,
"Wait, please wait." Taro thought to himself, "Did I do something wrong? The lady looked like a noble person and I
should not have talked and offered anything to those people." When the samurais reached him, Taro said to them, "I
am sorry, please don't kill me."
However, the samurai said, "Oh, you saved the princess's life. Without your kind offering of tangerines, our princess might have suffered a very serious illness. This is a
small token of appreciation from the princess."
(Continued on Page 14)
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Members to clean, cut, and pack green
onions and moyashi beginning October 4 and October 5

M

EMBERS ARE NEEDED TO CLEAN, CUT, AND
pack 700 pounds of green onions on Tuesday,
October 4, and Wednesday, October 5, beginning
at 7 a.m. On Tuesday and Wednesday evening, help is
needed to cut and pack the green onions beginning at 4 p.m.
Last year, no help was needed on Wednesday evening because the volunteers completed all of the tasks needed.
Volunteers may come earlier in the afternoon to begin cutting
the onions. Please bring your own knife and place your
name on the knife. After packing the green onions, volunteers may be asked to pack the bean sprouts into 1.5 pound
packages (670 bags) in preparation for the Maui Fair chow
fun.
A sign up worksheet is located in the office. As a reminder, this is not a BWA project; it is a temple project—all
members are asked to help. The onions and bean sprouts
will be used at the temple’s chow fun project.

Volunteers needed to work at the
Maui Fair

Van available to transport workers to
Maui Fair
Transportation to the fairgrounds will be available for chow
fun volunteers at the times listed below. This year only
workers with admission tickets will be transported to the fairground gate; we are not allowed to drop off fair-goers in the
van. The van will operate daily before the opening of the fair
and up to closing time at about 45-minute intervals.
VAN SCHEDULE – FIRST AND LAST TRIP
DATE
FIRST TRIP
LAST TRIP
Thu, Oct. 6
3:30 p.m.
11 p.m.
Fri, Oct. 7
3:30 p.m.
12 midnight
Sat, Oct. 8
9 a.m.
12 midnight
Sun, Oct. 9
9 a.m.
11 p.m.

Workers needed on Saturday morning

O

N SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, WORKERS ARE NEEDED beginning at 5 a.m. (Yes, before the sun is up!) to
set up the kitchen, unload the noodles from the reefer,
get the four woks ready. Cooking of the first batch will begin
at 5:45 a.m. & packing of the chow fun starts at 6 a.m.
Members will be picking up their chow fun from 8 a.m. to 10
a.m. Your help with cooking and packing will be appreciated.

Donations being accepted

T

OLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED TO WORK AT THE
Wailuku Hongwanji Mission’s Chow Fun Booth at
the 2016 Maui Fair, which will be held October 6 –
October 9, at the War Memorial complex. Workers are
needed to work in the booth and cook chow fun from Thursday through Sunday. The affiliate organization members
have been assigned a work schedule.

V

HE CHOW FUN COMMITTEE WOULD APPRECIATE donations of the following items which will be
used at our chow fun booth: Tabasco (original) and
table salt. If you do not have the time to shop for these
items but would like to make a donation, make check payable to WHM Chow Fun Project and send it to the temple office. Mahalo.

Tengan reminds temple and affiliate
organizations members

Workers needed to unload chow fun



ANPOWER COMMITTEE CHAIR FAITH TENGAN
would like to remind temple and affiliated organization members that their help is needed at the chow
fun concession at the 2016 Maui Fair. Shown below are the
work assignments.
COUNTY FAIR HOURS & WORK ASSIGNMENTS
Thu, Oct. 6
Fri, Oct. 7
Sat, Oct. 8

Sun, Oct. 9

4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m. – 12 midnight
9:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. – 12 midnight
9:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. – 11 p.m.

Kendo Club
Judo Club
Cub Scouts
Cub Scouts
Gakuen
Preschool
Boy Scouts
4-H Club
Mixed Group
BWA
Kyodan Members

A

T LEAST 8 WORKERS ARE NEEDED TO unload
376 cases of chow fun at the Maui Fair on Tuesday,
October 4. We are not able to announce the time
when the workers are needed because it depends on when
Young Brothers unloads the noodles from the barge. Workers need to be on standby. We will call you if you provide us
with your telephone number. If you can help, please let the
temple office know at 244-0406.

Volunteers needed to break down
chow fun cooking booth

T

HE CHOW FUN COMMITTEE NEEDS VOLUNTEERS to help break down the chow fun
booth at the Maui Fair on Monday, October
10, beginning at 7 a.m. The broken down booth will be
transported back to the temple for storage. Your help will be
appreciated.
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Affiliate organizations

BWA members needed to clean, dry,
and cut green onions

Buddhist Women’s News

WA MEMBERS ARE NEEDED TO CLEAN,
DRY, cut, and pack 700 pounds of green
onions on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 4 – 5, beginning at 7 a.m. After onions are
cleaned and dried, the onions will be cut and
packed.
The plan is to cut and pack the onions (500#)
beginning on Tuesday. All uncut onions will be
left for the after-work crew. Volunteers should report at 4 p.m. or after pau hana and work until all
the onions are cut and packed.
Please bring old newspapers that will be used
for drying the green onions.
A sign up worksheet is located in the office.
The onions will be used at the temple’s chow fun
booth which is vital to the financial operations of
the Kyodan.

Janet Kubota, Reporter

BWA to meet on Sunday, September 4

P

RESIDENT JANET KUBOTA REMINDS
BWA members that the next meeting is
scheduled for Sunday, September 4, immediately after Sunday Service. On the agenda
will be the Maui Fair chow fun project, Ohigan refreshments, BWA State Conference in May 2017,
and the Autumn Food and Craft Fair.

Mahalo to BWA members

A

BIG THANK YOU TO BWA MEMBERS
for your help in preparing the food for our
Obon festival fundraiser. Thank you to
Emiko Sakagawa for preparing the delicious
nishime.

Group “A” in charge of refreshment

T

HIS IS TO REMIND GROUP “A” THAT they
are in charge of the refreshment for the Ohigan Service, which will be held on Sunday,
September 11, beginning at 8:00 a.m. Please
note that the starting time of the service is
8:00 a.m.

Ohigan Refreshment Assignment (09/11/16)
Irene Arakaki
Esther Watanabe
Irene Araki
Rhonda Fosbinder
Sandy Hirata

Helen Tanaka
Yumi Tamanaha
Mabel Araki
Ethel Fujii

Hosha for September and October
September 1, 2016
September 15, 2016
October 6, 2016
October 19, 2016

Groups 1 and 6
Groups 3 and 5
Groups 2 and 4
Groups 1 and 6

Plants needed for Autumn Food and
Craft Fair

M

IKE NISHIMOTO, CHAIR OF PLANT
Sales, would like to remind members to
grow and donate plants for the Autumn
Food and Craft Fair, which will be held on Saturday, October 29. Seedlings of papaya and vegetables (tomatoes, Italian squash, and herbs) are
especially wanted.

B

Help needed on Sunday, October 9

B

WA MEMBERS ARE NEEDED TO ASSIST at the Maui Fair chow fun booth on
Sunday, October 9, from 6:30 p.m. to 11
p.m. Please sign up in the temple office.
Also, volunteers are needed to assist the
Roselani 4-H Club at the Maui Fair chow fun
booth on Sunday, October 9, from 9:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and from 12 noon to 3 p.m. If you can
help, please let the office or Joyce Yamada know.
Mahalo!

Gakuen News
Gakuen students are reminded of “No
School Days” for the months of September and October

J

APANESE LANGUAGE SCHOOL COORDINATOR Reverend Murakami announced that
there will be no Japanese Language classes
on the days listed below during the months of
September and October.
Monday
Thursday
Mon - Fri

September 5
October 6
October 10-14

Labor Day
Maui Fair Parade
Fall Intersession

Classes will resume on Tuesday, September
6. There will be classes on Friday, October 7,
(day after Maui Fair Parade) and on Monday, October 17, after the Fall Intersession. Classes and
bus pickup will be at the regular times.
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Dharma School News
Sandra Hirata, Reporter

Layce Yamauchi to MC Sunday Service on September 4

L

AYCE YAMAUCHI WILL BE THE MISTRESS OF Ceremonies at the Sunday
Service on September 4, beginning at 8
a.m. Tom Shuster will ring the kansho bell and
Donavan Ikeuchi will read the aspiration. Erik
Tsai and Takashi Lea will do the collection of
offerings. Greeters are Erik Tsai and Takashi Lea.
Mr. Dale Sugiki will be the organist.

High School
Sophomores
And
Juniors!!!
You’re Invited to a
College Workshop on
Saturday, October 15, 2016
at 3 p.m. in WHM Social Hall

Donna Ikeuchi to MC Service on Sunday, September 11

College workshop to be held on
Saturday, October 15

ONNA IKEUCHI WILL BE THE MISTRESS of Ceremonies at the Sunday
Service on September 11, beginning at 8
a.m. Guest Speaker will be Reverend Bryan Siebuhr. Donna Ikeuchi will ring the kansho bell and
Tom Shuster will read the aspiration. Sam Marie
Quipotla and Sophie DeMattos will do the
collection of offerings. Greeters are Sam Marie
Quipotla and Sophie DeMattos. Dale Sugiki will
be the organist.

COLLEGE WORKSHOP FOR HIGH
SCHOOL sophomores and juniors along
with their parents, will be held at the
Wailuku Hongwanji Social Hall on Saturday, October 15, beginning at 3 p.m. The workshop will
be presented by Lloyd Yonemura, a retired high
school counselor. The workshop will assist students in getting an early start in applying for and
selecting a college.

Anna Fosbinder to MC Sunday Service on September 18

ANDY MATSUDA, DIRECTOR OF ACTIVITIES,
would like to express her deepest gratitude to
everyone who made this year’s Obon festival another
successful event. “I would like to thank the Kyodan
members who volunteered their time and effort at the Obon
Festival. It was a memorable occasion with lots of new
faces,” said Chairperson Matsuda.
Mahalo to Layke Yamauchi and Gary Murai for being the
Master of Ceremonies at the Hatsubon Service.
“I would like to single out the BWA women and their
hard-working crew; they provided a supply of hors d’oeuvres
and pupus for the hospitality room.”
Thank you to the ladies who provided the delicious desserts for the hospitality room.
To the Judo Club, “Thank you for taking care of the trash
cans. Your members are the unsung heroes of the Obon
festival. We appreciate their support and dedication.”
“To Richard Ouchi and Brent Izutsu, thank you for taking
care of the music for the dance. They spent many hours
preparing the music, and we appreciate it.”
She continued, “Special thanks go to the hard-working
members and affiliate organization members who helped
with the setup and cleanup. They went about their assignments with professionalism. Much aloha to you.”

D
A

NNA FOSBINDER WILL BE THE MISTRESS OF Ceremonies at the Sunday
Service on September 18, beginning at 8
a.m. Donavan Ikeuchi will ring the kansho bell
and Layce Yamauchi will read the aspiration. Logan Tamori and Louis Fosbinder will do the collection of offerings. Greeters are Logan Tamori
and Louis Fosbinder. Dale Sugiki will be the organist.

Adult Volunteers to host Family Service on September 25



DULT VOLUNTEERS WILL BE HOSTING
the Family Service on Sunday, September
25, beginning at 8 a.m. Reverend Murakami will be the guest speaker. Stanley Okamoto
will ring the kansho bell and adult volunteers will
read the aspiration, collect the offerings, and act
as greeters. Ms. Florence Tanaka will be the
organist. Dharma classes will begin immediately
after the service.

A

Matsuda says “Arigato”

S
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Cub Scouts News
Erin Ferrer, Reporter

Cub Scouts participate in
Obon fundraiser

C

UB SCOUTS, WITH THEIR
leaders and parents, work at the food booth to
raise funds that may be used for earning merit
badges, training, and fun activities such as camping and
camporees.

Leanne Ohta flashes a “shaka.”

Landon and Hauoli mess around while Leanne, Christy, and Kacey
take a quick break.

Cub Master Chad Fukunaga smiles for the camera. Chase & Hauoli
transport pineapples to the table for sale, as Carlos Ferrer looks on.

Cub Scout parents getting their food booth ready for the 2016 Obon
Festival rush.

Jerry Dela Cruz, Thomas Tang, and Kurt Tsukiyama operate the shave
ice machines while having fun at the same time.

Cub Scouts enjoy the fellowship as they wait to be called to help at the
food booth.

Being a Cub Scout is not all work. They sometimes take a break and
enjoy the delicious food from their booth.
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Roselani 4-H Club
Joyce Yamada, Reporter

Na Hokulani 4-Hers host
BWA members on July 31

T

HE WAILUKU ROSELANI NA HOKULANI
4-Hers hosted a luncheon for 80+ year old
BWA members on Sunday, July 31. Besides the luncheon, 4-Hers provided entertainment and games for the guests. The purpose of
the luncheon was to provide 4-H club members a
chance to plan a meal, to work with seniors, to
provide entertainment, and to express their appreciation to the seniors.

BWA members enjoyed participating in the luncheon provided by the
Na Hokulani 4-H club members.

Members of the Roselani Na Hokulani honored and thanked members of the Buddhist Women’s Association who were 80 years or older for their
dedication and commitment to the temple by providing a luncheon for them.

Members of the Roselani Na Hokulani 4-H Club join BWA members at
the luncheon.

Lindsey, Tara, Kaitlyn, and Nariko worked at the Na Hokulani 4-H
booth during the Obon festival.
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TEMPLE ACTIVITIES

The Obon festival is an opportunity for friends to enjoy laughing and
being together.

Dr. Jeff Wilson answers questions from a participant who attended the
seminar sponsored by the Maui Hongwanji Council.

Joyce Endo and Fumie Tanoue support the temple by attending the
Obon festival.
Dr. Jeff Wilson answers questions from one of the participants.

Professional dancers are ready to lead the crowd in dancing at the
Obon festival.

Three beautiful girls attend the Obon festival.

Dedicated workers at the Obon festival making taro mochi.

Mel Kawashima accepts a gift from the temple at the Hatsubon Service
in memory of his mother, Doris Kawashima.
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Obon festival

Mother, baby, and daughter enjoy the Obon festival.

Aileen Cockett was one of the
dancers at the obon festival.

A beautiful young girl dances at
the Obon festival.

Dressed in a lovely kimono, this
young lady enjoyed the festival.

Jonah has fun participating in the
Obon festival.

Earl Zaan of Lahaina Hongwanji
focuses on his dancing.

A young girl is dressed in the
traditional kimono.

Susan Gushiken is one of the
dance instructors at the festival.

Dancers in the Obon festival enjoy the various songs on July 29-30.

Obon dancers

Shown above are some of the dancers who participated in the Obon
festival on July 29-30.
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Obon festival

Leslie Ushiro and Lori Munekiyo greet Obon attendees at the choba
(donation) booth during the Obon festival.
A mother introduces her young
child to Obon.

A beautiful child in a beautiful
kimono at the Obon dance.

Fred Toyama and Sharon Higa prepare the pans for the taro-mochi.
This young teenager is dressed
in a lovely kimono.

Dressed in a “Hello Kitty” happi,
this youngster is ready to dance.

Judo Club members prepare the noodles for the chow fun booth.
Wailuku Hongwanji’s Adult Choir performs at the Hatsubon Service.

Yoshiko Fujiwara, Stella Kuwae, and Aldon Mochida enjoy visiting the
hospitality room during the Obon festival.

Emiko Sakagawa and Janet Kubota work at the BWA food booth.
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Tom, Ace, Bee, Anna, Sam Marie, Donna, Donavan, and Logan display the lanterns that they designed.

Parents of the Cub Scouts prepare shave ice for a customer.

The Dharma School students’ Obon lanterns were hung during the
Obon festival on July 29-30.
Parents at the Cub Scout food booth have so much fun working during
the Obon festival.

Mel and Sylvia Kawashima of Rio Rancho, New Mexico, came back to
Maui to help the Judo Club at their chow fun booth.
These Scouts wait to assist attendees who wish to park their car in the
handicapped parking lot during the Obon festival.

Three young ladies pause to have their photo taken during the Obon
festival.

Members of the Judo Club prepare their famous chow fun at the Obon
festival on July 29-30.
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Boy Scouts News
Shelley Pellegrino, Reporter

Keep your distance!!!
Boy Scouts at work!

Scoutmaster Randall Endo and his Scouts prepare the orders for customers.

Boy Scouts of Troop 40 and their leader cooking the rice for their plate
lunch dinner.

These Boys Scouts are assigned to cook the teriyaki beef for the plate
lunch dinner at the Obon festival.

Opening a can of kidney beans for their chili is easy for these Boy
Scouts. They are getting ready to serve the chili and rice dinner.

Boy Scouts leaders and parents get the chili and rice ready for customers at the Obon festival.

Making chicken hekka is easy if you follow the directions given by the
Scout leader.
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Preschool News
Karen Yoshida, Reporter

Summer is a fun time at the preschool. In Hawaiiana class with Kumu,
the children loved sharing their pets with their friends. Briley and Mom
Jennifer, cuddle their pet bunny—so fluffy and soft.

Kason says, “Look at what I made with my playdough. It’s a bear!”
Very creative!

Yummy ham and cheese sandwiches made by Taylor and Sydney.
Great job! They enjoyed their sandwiches. All children learned to make
their own sandwiches.

In the house corner, Kinzee and Mikayla prepare food and feed the
baby and themselves. They had a good time together.

Ryder carefully prints his fire works for the Fourth of July. Fireworks
were made from a toilet paper roll dipped in tempra paint.

Children learned to prepare a healthy snack to take home. Madisyn
and Landen carefully scoop and pour Cheerios and Goldfish into a bag
to make their snack. Delicious!
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Dis-n-Dat News
Heart of Ohigan

By Reverend Shinkai Murakami
(Continued from Page 2)
The samurai offered him something in the large bag. Still
concerned, Taro said, "I am sorry, I just wanted to help the
people. I did not expect to receive any reward." So Taro refused to accept it. However, the samurai said, "If you don't
accept this, we have to take you to the castle and let our
Lord talk to you." Taro was afraid to go to the castle, so he
accepted the gift from the samurai.
When he returned to the village, he opened the bag and
discovered that it was full of shiny gold coins. He was surprised and said, "Wow, what should I do with it?”
He thought over his day. It started when he fell down at
the rice patch. He grabbed the piece of tiny straw and
caught a dragonfly with it. He received a bag of tangerines
because the boy wanted the dragonfly. The bag of tangerines became a bag of gold coins.
As Taro reviewed his day, he said, “The straw was not
mine, it belongs to all the village people.” So, what Taro decided to do was share all the gold coins with the entire village. In those days, most farmers were not able to own their
property. However, with the lord's money, which the people
received from Taro, everyone was able to purchase their
own property and enjoy their lives.
When I read this story, I was impressed and felt how important it is to share our lives and happiness with others. We
must remember that without knowing it, we are receiving
wisdom and guidance from our parents, grandparents, and
friends. And without knowing it, we are sharing our legacies,
thoughts, and guidance with others.
These gifts which each of us receive from our Issei and
Nisei are very precious. The culture, the history, the peace,
and the serenity, all of these wonderful gifts, were from our
ancestor's efforts and their wishes for us to have a great life.
Fortunately for many of us, we are receiving the spiritual
guidance of the Nembutsu.
When you attend the temple services and hear the minister's sermon, you may hear other stories. However, the
most important way in accepting the minister's messages is
to accept it as a personal story. If we accepted things as it is,
each of us are able to understand other people's true feeling
of joy, sympathy, difficulty, hardship, and minds. Spontaneously, we are able to offer our kind words, hands, labor, and
minds to others.
My understanding of the Nembutsu is Amida Buddha's
spiritual wisdom and compassionate heart. It is always encouraging our lives to have a positive way of thinking and to
be able to see things as it is without any doubt. Amida Buddha's wisdom is just like a the great sunlight. It is always

shining from corner to corner and giving us a warm feeling of
wisdom in our hearts and lives.
Once we realize the Amida's great light of wisdom, the
ignorant and dark ideas in our hearts will disappear just like
cold ice covering the mountain that melts slowly by the sun
and becomes pure water. Our ignorant and dark ideas which
cover our hearts will melt when we receive Amida Buddha's
wisdom and it will become pure water of the Amida Buddha
and that water will nourish us to become examples of the
community.
Thus, the Ohigan service is a wonderful time for us to reflect upon ourselves through the listening of the Buddha
Dharma, light of the Buddha's true wisdom, the heart of
Nembutsu, Namo Amida Butsu. Through the guidance of the
Nembutsu, we will realize that through Amida Buddha's spiritual mirror we will realize our shortcomings.
Regardless of any race or language and through the action of Dana, we all are able to communicate and understand
each other and are able to make our lives more meaningful
with peace and serenity.
All these feelings and tranquility are Amida Buddha's
great wisdom and compassion which reach into our hearts
and are truly precious gifts to each one of us. May we always listen and rejoice in the Buddha Dharma as our true
spiritual guide and rededicate our lives through the spiritual
light, wisdom and compassion of Amida Buddha which is his
great precious gift of the Nembutsu.
This is the reason why we observe the Ohigan services
twice a year and try to realize and re-dedicate ourselves by
listening to the Buddha Dharma.
Namo Amida Butsu

Members invited to visit Honpa
Hongwanji website

I

T IS WITH GREAT PLEASURE THAT our State
Organization President Mr. Pieper Toyama, and I
would like to officially announce the establishment of our new Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii Website: www.hongwanjihawaii.com.
The Historical Buddha, Sakyamuni said to his disciples
close to 2600 years ago,
“Go forth for the good of the many, for the happiness of the many, out of compassion for the world,
for the welfare, the good and the happiness of gods
and men.” (omit) “Teach the Dharma which is beautiful in the beginning, beautiful in the middle and beautiful at the end. Proclaim both the letter and the spirit
of the holy life completely fulfilled and perfectly pure.”
(From: www.buddhanet.net/.../buddhism/disciples)
In the spirit of those words uttered by Sakyamuni Buddha, in hopes that more people would be able to access and
be guided and inspired by Dharma/Teachings, this new web-
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site was created. We would like to acknowledge the work
and talent of Mr. Dave Atcheson who created this new website. Thank you to the Honpa Hongwanji Membership whose
support of Hawaii Kyodan enables the creation of this website. Finally, let me express gratitude to Amida Buddha
whose Wisdom and Compassion continues to guide and inspire us. May we continue to respond in gratitude to Amida
Buddha’s Great Wisdom and Unconditional Compassion.
Bishop Eric Matsumoto

A HUMBLE REQUEST FOR A
MOMENT OF REFLECTION
By Bishop Eric Matsumoto



ALLAS, ORLANDO, ISTANBUL,
Medina,
Paris,
Charleston, Oak Creek, San
Bernardino and the list goes
on and on. Each day, I start by watching
the news for a few minutes to see what
has happened in the world since I went
to bed the previous night. Needless to say, we have many
problems and issues which plague us. While mass killings,
whether motivated by anger, greed, hatred, racism, selfcenteredness, discrimination or any other reason (cause), is
only one form of violence(effect) which troubles our world the
recent increase in such incidents is a source of concern. It
seems no place is safe or immune not even places deemed
sacred and holy by many around the world.
As we watch the news on TV, listen to the radio, read the
paper or glance at posts on social media, we see so much
suffering and needless, in my opinion, killing happening
around the globe. But, what can we, what can I do? In my
humble view, a first step is to consistently remind ourselves
(the whole world) of the value of equality, harmony, nonviolence, humility, mutual respect and preciousness of life.
To be sure, we are not perfect human beings. We have negative thoughts which at times do surface in hurtful ways, but
at the same time may we be guided and inspired by an AllInclusive Wisdom and All-Embracing Compassion which encourages us to self-reflect and to try to respond to situations
and circumstances in non-violent ways instead of reacting. In
Buddhism, we would say let us be guided by the Dharma or
Teachings.
As Buddhists, we are familiar with the sayings “Hatred is
not overcome by hatred. Hatred is overcome by love,” “Revenge can be overcome by only abandoning revenge.” “The
Wise seek neither victory nor defeat.” “May all beings be
happy and safe.” Further in the Larger Sukhavativyuha Sutra, it says “All people of the world…should respect and love
each other and should not hate and envy each other. They
should share their possessions with each other, without being greedy, always speak gently, and live harmoniously with-

out hurting each other.” The Great Pure Land Master T’anluan said, “Because they are the same in practicing the
nembutsu…all within the four seas, no matter how distant,
are brothers and sisters.” Rennyo Shonin is known to have
said, “Since we equally receive the benevolence of the Buddha (Amida), and equally have shinjin, all in the four oceans
are brothers and sisters.” In Buddhism, everyone and everything possess or has access to Buddha-nature, the potential
to become enlightened, and thus one and all should be
equally respected for that potential.
My request, on the next available occasion, be it the next
Sunday Service, weekly or monthly service or any temple
gathering, may I ask that we, as Jodo Shin Buddhists,
please take a moment to reflect on the world including
ourselves and the Dharma. As to an exact action, whether it be a Dharma Message by a minister, doing a selected reflective reading appropriate for the purpose, or
simply the lighting of a candle in tribute to remember
and honor those who died, are directly suffering from an
incident and those who acted so courageously to help
others, I leave that up to each temple and/or sangha. My
last thought is I may not be able to change someone else,
but with Amida Buddha’s Light of Wisdom illuminating me
(awakening me to my ignorance) and Amida Buddha’s Light
of Joy nurturing me (transforming my anger into joy), may I
come to some realizations about myself and contribute to
harmony and peace in the world in grateful response to Wisdom and Compassion. Namo Amida Butsu.
Sincerely in Gassho
Editor’s Note: I talked to Michael Nishimoto about our declining
membership and how we may increase membership. I believe our
sect needs to become more “Americanized” in order to meet the
needs of our younger and more diverse members. How to accomplish
this is a challenge. Mike offers his ideas.

We Always Do It This Way!

T

By Michael Nishimoto

HERE ARE MANY CREATIVE IDEAS TO UPDATE
Hongwanji temples. Ministers and scholars have offered suggestions in newsletters, websites, newspapers, books and Buddhist journals. We can add Reverend
Sumikawa’s article in the August newsletter to this list. The
legislative assembly has also passed resolutions advocating
change. Still the decline continues. As we approach the third
year of Hawaii Kyodan’s five year theme, “Embrace
Change,” I want to continue the conversation from another
perspective.
The Hawaii Kyodan is like the endangered waterbirds I
used to study. The Hawaiian stilts are struggling to survive
because they cannot adapt to introduced predators, loss of
wetlands and several other threats. Birds don’t make reasoned decisions they react by instinct. They cannot help
themselves. In contrast, people sometimes deliberately treat
“A WELCOMING SPIRIT GROWS OUR COMMUNITY TEMPLE”
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each other poorly. Surprisingly, people can’t help themselves
too. We all have our faults. Similarly, the Hawaii Kyodan is
having a difficult time adapting not because they don’t want
to change, but because they can’t help themselves. It is like
trying to follow your doctor’s recommendation to live a
healthy lifestyle.
A number of ministers say our greatest generation members are comfortable with the way things are. Many temple
members know they need to diversity, but when seekers visit
at Sunday Service those members, and some clergy, struggle to welcome them. Dr. Bloom says in his book “The Promise of Boundless Compassion” that hereditary members have
their religion intertwined with family and the social community. The convert focuses on the teaching and not the family or
community. Maybe the Hongwanji temples are more like a
catalyst that bond members to the Japanese culture and
family. Although members have adapted to the American
way of life, the temple is their refuge where they go to hold
on to their ethnic culture. I cannot relate to this need, but
recognize that there are vast differences between their ethnic cultural style and western culture. This makes adapting
to a multiethnic membership difficult, but the challenge is
greater than that. Members already have an inherent preference for their established routines and avoid change.
The Hawaii Kyodan leaders as well as Reverend Sumikawa’s article suggest that the Sangha needs to be more
open to a diverse membership. The differences between
hereditary members and non-Japanese seekers are huge.
Leaders are caught in a dilemma. Ministers have experienced resistance to change, but if Hawaii Kyodan members
don’t move forward the decline will continue. Creative ideas
may be a way to start making changes, but they are not solutions in themselves. They are more like objectives. The Hawaii Kyodan needs achievable strategies for each objective.
It doesn’t end there. Adaptive management practices are
needed to correct for unintended consequences. However,
even before offering solutions, it may be more efficient to go
back to basics and fully understand the temple culture. This
would help select objectives and strategies that temple
members are willing to implement.
When I transferred to be the first biologist at a new wildlife refuge, we had to study the biology of the waterbirds before we could make management decisions. Maybe it would
be similar with the Hawaii Kyodan. You need to know the
genuine personality of a temple before making changes. In
my experience with wildlife, I sometimes jumped to conclusions without thoroughly studying the problem. When I ran a
study and crunched the numbers, I discovered my previous
conclusions were wrong because I used incomplete information. Organizational culture assessments could be one
way to understand the often reserved nature of ethnic members. I think assessments can give a more authentic and

comprehensive view of the temple community. Every method
has strengths and weaknesses so like wildlife research you
also use several other sources of information before making
decisions.
The intent of this article was to present a different insight
about reinventing Hawaii Kyodan. I wanted to provide few
specific examples showing why reinvention is difficult. I
hope that this will make the general membership realize that
they need to be involved with the planning if the Hawaii Kyodan has any chance of turning around. I wanted to also
share my experiences with comprehensive plans and scientific studies to stimulate thinking about planning methodologies. Are we disciplined enough to make data driven decisions or will we be distracted with the survival of Hongwanji?
How can we change the set ways of the temple culture so
we can update the Hawaii Kyodan? Can leaders develop a
plan that the general membership will passionately support?
Do we need to engage the general membership early in the
planning process so they take ownership in the plan? Is it
more realistic to place our priorities on mergers, closures or
special convert centric temples because history shows it is
not our nature to change fast enough?
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Hoji Memorial Services (September)
Date

Sept 25
Sept 1
Sept 27

Deepest Sympathy
The Wailuku Hongwanji Mission extends deepest sympathy and condolence to the families of the
following:
Joyce Masue Kijiura Apana (KEN SEI) Age 86,
654 Kunu Place, Kahului; passed away on July 21,
2016.
Rose Tomie Ohashi (JO GYO) Age 87, 2128
Kolo Place, Wailuku; passed away on July 26,
2016.
Buddhist Thought

It is our constant condition as human beings to
continually complain in our own minds and find out
present circumstances to be unsatisfactory. We try
to feel genuine appreciation for what we have and
live life to its fullest in a spirit of gratitude.

Sept 1
Sept 12
Sept 22
Sept 25
Sept 30
Sept 3
Sept 3
Sept 19
Sept 19
Sept 9
Sept 28

Name

1st Year – 2015
Fukumoto, Thomas Masao (SHO GAN)
3rd Year – 2014
Miura, Atsuo (JUNN YU)
Omori, Tomie (DO E)
7th Year – 2010
Ito, Herbert Koichi (JO KO)
Matsumoto, Yukino (KO NEN)
Ogawa, Shigeo (KYO DO)
Shibano, Yoshio Kris (RYO SHO)
Oura, Akira Robert (MYO RAKU)
13th Year – 2004
Shimomura, Elsie (KO NEN)
17th Year – 2000
Sugiki, Hanako
25th Year – 1992
Toyama, Kazuto (KAKU ZEN)
33rd Year – 1984
Uyetake, Sydney (KEN KYO)
50th Year – 1967
Koeto, Hinaichi (SHO RYO)
Kitaguchi, Tomiki (GON NIN)

Buddhist Thought
The love and care of others starts with the love and
care of self. We try to have compassion towards and a
patient understanding of ourselves and others.
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